Department of Middle East Studies
Fall 2019 Course List

ARABIC

ARAB 122: Arabic I, 9:00-9:50am, MTWTh, with Prof. AlKhudair
ARAB 122: Arabic I, 1:00-1:50pm, MTWTh, with Prof. AlKhudair
ARAB 152: Arabic II, 1:00-1:50pm, MTWTh, with Prof. Wali
ARAB 222: Arabic III, 11:00-11:50am, MTWTh, with Prof. Wali

ARAB 300: Introduction to Translation, 2:00-3:20pm, TTh, with Prof. AlKhudair
ARAB 322: Advanced Arabic I, 10:00-10:50am, MTWTh, with Prof. Wali

PERSIAN

IRAN 120: Persian I, 10:00-10:50am, MTWTh, with Prof. Nojoumian
IRAN 120: Persian I, 1:00-1:50pm, MTWTh, with Prof. Nojoumian
IRAN 220: Persian III, 11:00-11:50am, MTWTh, with Prof. Nojoumian

MDES COURSES

MDES 345: Power and Authority in the Middle East (GE-H, cross-listed with the School of International Relations as IR 350), 10:00-10:50am, MWF, with Prof. Salazar Hughes. A comparative examination of social relations of power and institutions with a special focus on intellectual traditions, the law, and social movements.

MDES 441: Cities of the Middle East (GE-G), 2:00-3:20pm, MW, with Prof. Salazar Hughes. An examination of the economic, political, and cultural forces operating in a number of Middle Eastern cities.

OTHER COURSES COUNTING TOWARD MDES DEGREES

ECON 342: Economic Development of the Middle East, 4:00-5:50pm, TTh, with Prof. Nugent
HIST 180: The Middle East, 9:30-10:50am, TTh, with Prof. Rouighi
HIST 384: Popular Culture in the Middle East, 11:00-12:20pm, TTh, with Prof. Gualtieri
IR 363: Middle East Political Economy, 8:00-9:20am, TTh, with Prof. Brand
JS 389: Culture and Society in Israel: Inventing the Dream, 11:00-12:20pm, TTh, with Prof. Phillips
POSC 351: Middle East Politics, 3:30-4:50pm, TTh, with Prof. Hammad